Evolution of uphill electron transfer.
The evolution of photosynthetic energy storage is considered. The primary event in primordial inorganic or organic photoreceptors was charge separation at the expense of light quantum energy. The subsequent improvement of energy storage was attained by separately channeling electrons and "holes" to prevent back reactions. The anisotropic arrangement of photoreceptors in the primary membrane caused a coupling of photochemical charge separation to subsequent ion dislocation and was a prerequisite of primary photophosphorylation. The gradual improvement of the molecular organization of photoreceptor units resulted in antenna and reaction center development. The "hole" was primary located on a peculiar photoreceptor form and the electron passed by tunneling through the chain of intermediate carriers (chlorophylls and pheophytins); thus long-lived charge separation was achieved. The use of the electrons and the "holes" stored in reaction centers for the functioning of the photosynthetic electron transfer chain was realized by cyclic and non-cyclic pathways when the coupling of two photochemical events became the more perfect mechanism to use water molecule as an ultimate electron donor. The appearance of primitive cells inevitably required the coupling of the solar energy conversion mechanism to the reproduction mechanism which used stored solar energy.